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13th August 2018
Trewortha Farm, North Hill (GR: SX241753)
Trewortha Farm - BBQ –
• Bring your ow (BYO) food to cook, facilities provided.
• BYO drink or pre-order from Bere Brewery (Hot Rocks).
Good Head
TBA

Verdict from the On Down … Very enjoyable and suitably strenuous. Thanks
to Windy, Racey, Well Laid & Underlay …
Racey and Underlay put up a valiant defence against a horde of Dartmoor
Ponies, safeguarding them munching through all the white stuff. Underlay,
apparently covered from head to toe in white dust and looking like a Bake Off
contestant, also had to avoid a good licking.
Scribes verdict on the On Down and Hash Gossip… rather an absence of
creativity … run out through the heat? On the Khazi complaining about his
ongoing leakage …
Uncle managed to lose her glasses in the pub, asking hash mag “sources” if
they had noticed if she was wearing them? No one seemed to recall … they
were recovered at the bar.
Pist n Broke … had nuffin’ to say … apart from harping on about owing
money … I’m not sure either of us understood the conversation.
The talk of the evening was Glanni’s drenching of Biff at Port Elliott. By all
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accounts not only was the first tent he’d sent her off with as leaky as a sieve
… but the replacement that he delivered didn’t fare any better … oops! Not
sure that’s quite what Biff said …
Gannet, recovering from the weekend prepped for hash with a quick snooze
in the car; and Lost and Dirty Oar were celebrating their participation in Ride
London … 100 miles. Congratulations.
A purposeful Pimp introduced ‘Speed Naming’ this evening … We now have a
Warrior Princess amongst our number.
Raunchy reclaimed a beautifully cool red crimplene number lent to, and
laundered by, Scrotty. He’s declined to keep it for next time unconvinced of
the “cool” … concerned it might cause spontaneous combustion. Cabin Boy
still remains attached to his … a secret red dress hoarder?
Scrotty got a tick … or was that last week? And just in case this befalls you …
remember that Uncle has a tick remover attached to her rucksack … that’s if
you can find her at the back ☺
Rumour has it Cannon Fodder is getting chivalrous in his older age
redirecting one of our fairer sex hashers across the water via the sturdy
stones rather than the more precarious route. There was disappointment from
some not to see a big splash!
Dimwit’s four legged friend, Bumble, did his best to gas everyone from the
fumes of his frequent No. 2’s … five to six times by all accounts … the worst
in the narrow lane … well they say running is good for your movement.
We welcomed Lorna from pilates … our Virgin for the evening … introduced
by Sally … and therein a tale of downward dog’s on a gay nudist beach in
Spain. Now was it downward Sally, or a bit more dangly?
Hash Canoeing Afternoon – 22nd September from Cotehele Quay … and
back … followed by the Who’d A Thought It at St. Dominic. Leave on a
favourable tide at 15:00 and return on a favourable tide by 18:00. Cost pp
£20ish reducing to £17.50 if forty of us sign up. See Hurricane.
K2 remarked how uniform many of the hashers were tonight … all kitted out
in their black tops and black shorts … and on that topic … Hash Gear on
sale … Vests … [or Singlets if you prefer], Ts, Polos and Hoodies. Please
order from Fergie and bring the cash next week.
Don’t forget … Bring your own food and booze for the barbecue next
week. Beer can also be pre-ordered from Hot Rocks.
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